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loch diànnăo



loch diànnăo: a project exploring remoteness and connectedness
through poetry translation; a tension between word and meaning;
a traversing of  languages and cultures. 

loch computer: a project exploring remoteness and connectedness
in the digital age; a tension between place and screen; a traversing
of  time and place.



Foreword

Translators of poetry have many competing issues to contend
with. Should a translation be a word-for-word rendering of the
original? If so, will this accuracy come at the expense of the 
imagery and musicality that are essential to the poem in its 
original language? On the other hand, if the translator aims to
capture the figurative and aural aspects of the original, can this
be done whilst retaining the literal sense? How to translate a
metaphor, or a pun? How to find equivalents for images and 
objects unique to the culture in which the poem was first written?
In trying to balance all these concerns, perhaps the only truth
that a translation can reveal is one which lies at a tangent to the
original.

When Scots is the target language of the translation there is,
arguably, a further layer of complexity. The Scots language has
an ambiguous relationship with English. At times the two are
close enough that Scots seems to comprise of accented, phonetic
renderings of English words. But on other occasions the two are
dramatically different, with the Scots vocabulary containing
words, and even ideas, which are not present in English. For an
English reader with no knowledge of Scots, reading or hearing it
can be an uncanny experience, in which echoes of familiarity
mingle with words and sounds that are entirely unknown. But
the Scots tongue is also awash with borrowings. To paraphrase
the novelist William McIlvanney, Scots is the mongrel speech of a
mongrel nation.

The poems in Loch Diànnăo were produced during a series of
four workshops run in 2015 in the School of English at the 
University of St Andrews. These workshops formed part of Loch
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Computer, an interdisciplinary research network exploring 
remoteness and connectedness in the digital age. Bringing 
together Chinese students, and students familiar with the Scots
tongue, the Loch Computer workshops provided an opportunity
for participants to collaborate on original Scots translations of
Chinese poems. Diànnăo is the Chinese word for ‘computer’, and
the bilingual title of this pamphlet emphasises the way in which
these workshops examined the intersection of two languages.
The workshops centred around two questions: what might 
classic Chinese poetry sound and feel like when translated into
Scots, and how might this act of translation be a way of forging
connections between two languages and cultures that at first
glance appear relatively remote. 

By creating interactions between two languages and poetic
traditions, the Loch Computer workshops explored international
cultural connections from a uniquely literary perspective. Poems
by famous Chinese poets, including Du Fu, Li Po and Wang Wei,
all of whom wrote during the eighth-century Tang dynasty, were
selected by Song Da, a visiting scholar from Minzu University of
China (MUC) in Beijing. Song Da researches the translation of
Scottish literature into Chinese, and her own teaching in Beijing
the involves translation of Scots poetry. Over the course of four
workshops run by Garry MacKenzie, a postdoctoral teaching 
assistant in the School of English, Scots and Chinese students
worked together to render selected poems into Scots. An 
essential aspect of this collaborative approach to translation was
the opportunity it afforded for cross-cultural discussion. Those
able to read the original Chinese explained the social, historical
and literary contexts of the poems, giving insights into images
and metaphors which were unfamiliar to Scottish readers.

For example, Du Fu’s poem ‘View of Spring’ ends with a
speaker in a war-torn land, so overcome by worry that his hair is
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too thin to hold a hairpin. This is a confusing image for a western
reader, who is likely to assume that the hairpin signifies a female
speaker. In China, however, hairpins were worn by both men
and women, and pinning or capping hair was part of the ritual
marking entry into adulthood. The image of the hairpin in Du
Fu’s poem isn’t a sign that the poet is speaking in the voice of a
woman, or that the poet is confessing his vanity. Instead, he’s
suggesting something poignant about the fragility of identity,
about the loss of assurance or selfhood as a result of war. For the
Scots students translating Du Fu, guidance about the cultural
context of this image was invaluable. In return, they were able to
speculate on potential Scottish equivalents: are there items in
Scottish culture that might signify something similar to the fallen
hairpin? The challenge for all involved was to find ways in
which ideas, as well as words, could be translated from Chinese
into Scots.

As well as learning more about Chinese and Scots cultures,
students learned about the source and target languages of the
translation. Reading the original poems aloud in Chinese, and
the translated versions in Scots, gave participants first-hand 
experience of the sounds and textures of these languages. There
were discussions about register and formality: when might
a Scottish person use ‘wheesht’ rather than ‘be quiet’, for 
example? Does ‘greetin’ have exactly the same connotations as
its English equivalent ‘crying’? What’s the Scots word for 
bamboo? There were debates about whether existing English
translations did justice to the sound and meaning of the 
Chinese poems, and whether Scots words might add something
different.

Using existing English translations as cribs, students 
produced Scots versions which cast a distinctly Scottish light on
the poetry of Du Fu, Li Po and others. Scots, as Lewis Grassic
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Gibbon memorably demonstrates in his novel Sunset Song, is the
language of home, family, heart and the land. Little wonder that
the emotional pain of Du Fu’s ‘View of Spring’ can be effectively
channelled in a Scots idiom, and that the rural meditations of the
Buddhist poet Wang Wei find a corollary in Scots, which is rich
in words revealing a close connection to the natural world. A
century ago Ezra Pound’s Cathay, a collection of English 
translations from the Chinese, influenced the direction taken by 
modernist poetry in English. It’s our hope that this collection of
Scots translations might have a small impact of its own, 
informing a cosmopolitan and outward-looking attitude in 
contemporary Scottish literature and culture.

The Scots versions that came out of the workshops aspired to
a different tone from that which exists in most existing English
translations: there’s a vernacular intimacy to many of the poems
in Loch Diànnăo. But another, equally exciting result of this 
project was the fact that its participants have produced some of
the first ever Scots translations of Chinese poetry. As a 
consequence, these translations bring something new into the
Scots language and into Scots poetry – the moods, rhythms and
imagistic intensity of classical Chinese poetry. The Scots poems
collected here range from translations that aim for as much 
fidelity as possible to the original, to looser versions in which the
poet has steered his or her own course using the broad template
of the original. At the end of the workshop series, participants
were invited to enter a competition for the ‘best’ Scots 
translation. The winners were Michael Grieve and Xi Zhao, for
their poem ‘Hairst-time’. The shortlisted poems are among those
collected here, alongide the winning entry.

As editors of Loch Diànnăo, we would like to extend our 
heartfelt thanks to other members of Loch Computer, in 
particular Professor Robert Crawford. The printing of this 
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pamphlet was funded by the Royal Society of Edinburgh and the
Scottish Government in the form of an Arts and Humanities 
Network Grant awarded to Loch Computer, and we acknowledge
their assistance. We would also like to thank Dr Anne Mullen,
Vice Principal (International), who has given us her generous
support, including sharing the project with her counterparts at
Chinese universities as well as presenting prizes to the shortlisted
translators in St Andrews. 

Emma Shea and her colleagues in Corporate Communications
have produced a film record of the project, and given it an online
profile which includes a related photography competition for
alumni living in China. Poems produced in the workshops, along
with the film, form part of ‘One World’, a cross-cultural 
exhibition at the Museum of the University of St Andrews
(MUSA) which will run until October 2016. Participants 
showcased their translations at a public reading held at MUSA in
February 2016, and MUSA has also hosted a further outreach 
element in the form of a public workshop in which members of
the local community explored aspects of Scots and Chinese 
culture, and produced their own Scots versions of work by Du
Fu, Li Po and Wang Wei. We thank MUSA staff, and in particular
Matt Sheard, for their interest in taking the project to a wider 
audience. We’re also very grateful to Xi Zhao for her help with
the production of this pamphlet and the ‘One World’ exhibition 
materials. 

Our final thank you is to all the students and other 
participants who have contributed to the success of this exciting
and innovative project. The poems collected in Loch Diànnăo are a
testament to the hard work and talent of all those involved, and
offer a new way to approach some of the greatest poets in 
Chinese literature.

Garry MacKenzie and Song Da, St Andrews and Beijing, 2016 9
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枯藤老树昏鸦，

小桥流水人家，

古道西风瘦马。

夕阳西下，

断肠人在天涯。

马致远

《天净沙 秋思》

王维

《竹里馆》

独坐幽篁里，弹琴复长啸。

深林人不知，明月来相照。
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Hairst-time
efter Ma Zhiyuan

A sauch wilts as the corbies craw; mirk
haps the burn, the brig, the loan
traivelled by a shilpit cuddie wha’s gawn
efter the sun tummlin intae the dark
further and further fae hame.

translated by Michael Grieve and Xi Zhao

Sangster
efter Wang Wei

Nibdy kens this wid whaur I’m alane
and cantin sae quately – wi aw ma micht –
that my tune itsel’s the seelent licht
o aw that listens: the deif and unkent moon.

translated by Michael Grieve and Xi Zhao
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杜甫

《春望》              

国破山河在,

城春草木深。

感时花溅泪，

恨别鸟惊心。

烽火连三月，

家书抵万金。

白头搔更短，

浑欲不胜簪。
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translated by Michael Grieve and Xi Zhao

Spring, in War
efter Du Fu

The country’s fucked. There’s nuhin but bens an burns
aw virred wi spring. An ahent that, the city murns ––
its fechtin reek gars the gean-blumes tae greet
wi aw the dule o craws scavengin the streets
that lowe wi bale-fire. Three month they’ve burned oer thon,
sin last I held a hamely word firm in ma haund.
Wid that ma bairn could pit her kirbies in ma hair
an busk me. Gie me auld days fur this auld year.
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李白

《访戴天山道士不遇》

犬吠水声中，桃花带雨浓。

树深时见鹿，溪午不闻钟。

野竹分青霭，飞泉挂碧峰。

无人知所去，愁倚两三松。
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On No Gawn Tae Fund Him
efter Li Po

You hear the burn gang by ayont the smirr
that gets intae the leaves, makkin them a wecht
the wid strains tae haud. A doe loups fae sicht
leavin the racket o an unrung bell ahent her
tae echo in leaden watter, haw-licht,
an the emerant thrang. Sin you dinnae ken
whaur you are or whaur he is, look again:
bide whaur you bide, wi nuhin, fir-trees, thocht.

translated by Michael Grieve and Xi Zhao
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王维

《山中》

荆溪白石出，天寒红叶稀。

山路元无雨，空翠湿人衣。

王维
《竹里馆》

独坐幽篁里，弹琴复长啸。

深林人不知，明月来相照。
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On the Ben
efter Wang Wei

The Blackbyde Burn’s aw knockle-baned
wi the nichts drawin in, an reid lids daunlin.
Trekkin a roddin wi nae rain -
still an on, the vieve could drouk yer claes. 

Birk Wid
efter Wang Wei

A dowp doun alane mang the lown o the birks,
spinnin gray thrums wi ma clársach an craig.
The plantin sae deep, there’s naeb’dy that kens –
awbeit the bricht muin, wha bides lik a freen.

translated by Mhairi Owens, Zhang Nannan and Zhang Haolin        

translated by Mhairi Owens and Huìmìn Lì       
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李白

《访戴天山道士不遇》

犬吠水声中，桃花带雨浓。

树深时见鹿，溪午不闻钟。

野竹分青霭，飞泉挂碧峰。

无人知所去，愁倚两三松。
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A Man Gane Wanderin
efter Li Po

The berk o hunds drums ower the burn.
Thare the peach floorish saigs, rain-laiden.
Noon yit? Na, I haena heard the bells,
anely the breath o deer wha whimple
atween tha skathie o tremmlin trees. 
An whan ye snap a branch aneath yer buit
thae wee ghaisties disappear throu green wid,
throu haw mist, coukit ahint yon deein leaves.

Hereawa noucht muives obune the ben,
e’en the lynn, quate tap yon emerant peak, 
maiks a bonnie pentit fountain. Awhile ah’ll bide
neath the ewest tree, stappit by the stream
for this carle we cry efter, wha’d sauntit intae a dream. 

translated by Amanda Merritt and Xi Zhao
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李白

《劳劳亭》

天下伤心处，

劳劳送客亭。

春风知别苦，

不遣柳条青。
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A Bid Fareweel
efter Li Po

Leuk, whan day's bleary film is gane, 
lift’s hairm is bare to the mune; thae scaurs
o’ stairns and comets are blainy
like the road ye set aff by. Ware wind, 
ye ken best the shour o' pairtin      
rysses and floeurs frae sauchs. 
This scob in the grass, yet green at hert,
tak it as a mindin of this auld wid
and myself an a’ in its haud.   

translated by Amanda Merritt
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王维

《竹里馆》

独坐幽篁里，弹琴复长啸。

深林人不知，明月来相照。
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Bunnet Firs
efter Wang Wei

Bird–alane            amang the bunnet firs,
A’m strumming chords            canting scat.
Wid sae growthie            a’m dernt fae fowk.
Aiken Drum gaes haufers             wi munelicht.

translated by Helen Nicholson and Xi Zhao
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王维

《山居秋暝》

空山新雨后，天气晚来秋。

明月松间照，清泉石上流。

竹喧归浣女，莲动下渔舟。

随意春芳歇，王孙自可留。
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Mirkenin Braes
efter Wang Wei

Hint-hairst:       dayligaun.
The smirr dowes       ower the toum braes.

Moonlicht       keekin through firs,
a caller burn       pirrin ower stanes.

Birks mootin       anent lasses fairin hame,
rowans pairtin       for ithers gaun awa.

The scents o ware       niver bide lang,
but you, ma freend,       you bide wi me. Jist bide.

translated by Garry MacKenzie
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马致远

《天净沙 秋思》

枯藤老树昏鸦，

小桥流水人家，

古道西风瘦马。

夕阳西下，

断肠人在天涯。
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Hairst Stravaig
efter Ma Zhiyuan

Gloamin craws, garrin a stushie 
ower the auld shaw –
a quate burn, sliddin awa
unner the brig – a bothie
crullin on the brou –

an a pilgrimer, gaun doon
this auncient gate, his yaud 
facin the hairst wind –
a hert-riven man
stravaigin liftwart

translated by Garry MacKenzie, Xi Zhao and Huìmìn Lì        
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